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Resum del projecte: cal adjuntar dos resums del document, l'un en anglès i l'altre en la llengua del document, on 
s'esmenti la durada de l'acció 
Resum en la llengua del projecte (màxim 300 paraules) 
 
Els models de nínxol ecològic són una eina essencial a l’hora de predir la distribució potencia de les espècies, així com 
per fer prediccions d’aquestes distribucions en el passat o en el futur. En els darrers anys hi ha hagut un auge en aquest 
tipus de tècniques i s’han desenvolupat noves eines potents i fàcils d’utilitzar. 
 
Durant la meva estada de tres mesos a la Universitat de California, Berkeley, junt amb el doctor David R. Vieites, vàrem 
testar quin és el grau d’error que poden cometre aquest tipus de tècniques. 
 
Per tal d’assolir els objectius, es van generar mitjançant el programa MaxEnt, i utilitzant diferents mides mostrals, mapes 
predictius de la distribució de la guatlla (Coturnix coturnix), una espècie generalista des del punt de vista climàtic, però 
especialista pel que fa a l’hàbitat. Els mapes de distribució generats es van comparar amb la distribució real de l’espècie, 
ben coneguda a la Península Ibèrica gràcies als nous atles d’ocells de Portugal i Espanya.  
 
Els resultats mostren que aquest tipus de models poden generar importants errors a l’hora de predir la distribució 
d’espècies generalistes, i a la vegada que un augment de la mida mostral pot no traduir-se en una millora del model. Un 
coneixement profund de l’espècie d’estudi i de les variables que poden definir la seva distribució són d’essencial 
importància. La carència d’aquests coneixements pot induir a errors importants en els models resultants. 



 

 

Resum en anglès(màxim 300 paraules) 
 
Environmental niche modelling (ENM) techniques are powerful tools to predict species potential distributions. In the last 
ten years, a plethora of novel methodological approaches and modelling techniques have been developed. 
 
During three months, I stayed at the University of California, Berkeley, working under the supervision of Dr. David R. 
Vieites. The aim of our work was to quantify the error committed by these techniques, but also to test how an increase in 
the sample size affects the resultant predictions. 
 
Using MaxEnt software we generated distribution predictive maps, from different sample sizes, of the Eurasian quail 
(Coturnix coturnix) in the Iberian Peninsula. The quail is a generalist species from a climatic point of view, but an habitat 
specialist. The resultant distribution maps were compared with the real distribution of the species. This distribution was 
obtained from recent bird atlases from Spain and Portugal. 
 
Results show that ENM techniques can have important errors when predicting the species distribution of generalist 
species. Moreover, an increase of sample size is not necessary related with a better performance of the models. We 
conclude that a deep knowledge of the species’ biology and the variables affecting their distribution is crucial for an 
optimal modelling. The lack of this knowledge can induce to wrong conclusions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
2.- Memòria del treball (informe científic sense limitació de paraules). Pot incloure altres fitxers de 
qualsevol mena, no més grans de 10 MB cadascun d’ells. 
 
 
INTRODUCTION  

 

Predicting the distribution of species has been a subject of high interest to 

ecologists and biogeographers. In the last decade, a plethora of novel 

methodological approaches and modelling techniques have been developed for 

this purpose, being commonly known as environmental niche or bioclimatic 

envelope modelling (ENM, Busby, 1991;Carpenter et al, 1993; Phillips et al, 

2004; Araújo and New, 2007). Those approaches are based on the assumption 

that environmental variables from the localities where species occur can be 

used to elaborate statistical models that represent their ecological niches 

(Guisan and Zimmermann, 2000), which can then be projected spatially to 

provide species’ potential distributions.  

These methods vary in how they weight the contribution of the predictive 

variables and how they define the model function. Although some methods 

have been suggested as “better” in terms of performance than others (Elith et 

al, 2006; Hernandez et al, 2006), direct comparisons between different 

methodologies are sometimes not appropriate when those are based on 

different principles (Segurado and Araujo, 2004) an the use of ensembles of 

several methods has been suggested as an alternative (Araújo and New, 2007). 

Logically, the performances of these models can also vary depending on the 

quality and amount of data. With regard to data quality, a parameter that can 

affect prediction accuracy is the use of presence-only or presence-absence 



 

 

records. Although presence-only data are less sensitive than models based on 

presence-absence data (Brotons et al, 2004), the majority of published datasets 

lack data on real species’ absences, hence, there is a growing interest on using 

presence-only data (Graham et al, 2004; Pearce and Boyce, 2006). Moreover, 

the performance of the models when using presence-only data will depend on 

the spatial extent of the study area and it will also affect the contribution of 

predictor variables (VanDerWal et al, 2009).  

Sample size is another important factor in the development of accurate species’ 

distribution models. Increasing the number of localities per species may 

improve the accuracy of the models, although it will also depend on the degree 

of environmental heterogeneity where species occur and their distribution range 

(Stockwell and Peterson, 2002; Hernandez et al, 2006). For example, species 

that occupy a homogeneous climatic space can be predicted with high accuracy 

by the available modelling methods, even with a low number of locality records. 

In contrast, generalist species that occur across different climates and 

environments will be hard to model because this heterogeneity, especially when 

available locality data are scarce (Stockwell and Peterson, 2002; Segurado and 

Araujo, 2004).  Those models could also be affected by other independent 

parameters, such as interactions with other species, past biogeographic history 

and current habitat availability, which contribute to shape the distribution of 

species. Hence, species may not occur in areas where they could, which has 

been defined as a lack of equilibrium with the climatic space (Araujo et al, 

2005).  

 



 

 

Species distribution modelling methods must be evaluated to asses their 

predictive errors. The evaluation of these models is usually based on indexes 

like the measurement of the area under the receiver operating characteristic 

(ROC) curve (AUC) or Cohen’s Kappa. AUC provides a measure of the degree 

to which a species is restricted to a part of the variation range of the modelled 

predictors. However, it gives information about the generalist or restricted 

distribution of a species a long the range of predictor conditions in the study 

area, but it does not provide information about the good performance of the 

model (Lobo et al, 2008). On the other hand, the Cohen’s Kappa (Cohen, 1960; 

Monserud and Leemans, 1992) is an index to measure the correct classification 

of presences and absences. Both methods are threshold dependent, and are 

usually calculated using a percentage of the data used for modelling, or better 

using independent data whenever possible. 

 

Finding the best modelling method, improving evaluation methods of ENM’s and 

analyzing the real errors of their predictions, has been the aim of many studies 

until now. But this is even more challenging when trying to model generalist 

species, because model performance is expected to be lower for species with 

broad ecological and environment tolerance. The optimal situation to test the 

performance of predictive models would be comparing predicted distributions 

generated by the model with the real distribution of the species, although in 

most cases the real distribution is unknown.  

Here, we explored the impact of sample size and available real absence 

records on the performance of models to predict the real distribution of a 



 

 

generalist species of well-known distribution range, as well as the impact on the 

evaluation metrics for those models. For that, we chose an organism, the 

Eurasian quail (Coturnix coturnix), which is a widespread species but at the 

same time a habitat specialist. 

 

The Eurasian quail is a migratory bird which winters in the Sahel and breeds in 

all Eurasia. Its distribution during the breeding season spans through many 

different climates, from semiarid climate in northern Africa and western Asia to 

humid oceanic and continental climates in Europe and Russia (Guyomarc'h et 

al, 1998), qualifying it as a climatically generalist species. Despite being a 

widespread species, the quail is a ground bird specialist of open land habitats 

covered by seasonally dense ground cover, meadows and natural grasslands. 

However, in most of its breeding area its natural habitat has been replaced by 

crops, mainly winter cereal fields which cover huge extensions in Eurasia, but 

also other herbaceous crops like rye, lucerne, clover, peas, etc (Guyomarc'h et 

al, 1998). Thus, it is never present in forests, vineyards, fruit tree cultures, 

urbanized areas, etc. It has been demonstrated that habitat loss force quails to 

move in search for suitable habitats (Rodr¡guez-Teijeiro et al, 2009). 

The current distribution of this bird is very well known in the Iberian Peninsula 

(Rodr¡guez-Teijeiro et al, 2003;Gonçalves, 2008), and due to its habitat 

specialization, a close breeding distribution can be mapped. This peculiarity is 

not commonly found in many generalist species, and therefore, it makes the 

common quail a suitable candidate for distribution studies. Hence, we explored 

how good can be predicted, from a climatic point of view, a precise distribution 



 

 

of a widespread but habitat specialist species, and which variables, if any are 

the ones, contribute the most to the models. 

 

 

METHODS 

 

Current quail real distribution and locality data   

The distribution of the common quail is well known in the Iberian Peninsula. 

Two recent fine-scale breeding atlases provide the distribution in 10x10 Km 

square grids for Spain (Rodríguez-Teijeiro et al., 2003) and Portugal 

(Gonçalves, 2008). In order to test the influence of sample size on predicting 

the distribution of this species in Iberia, we used those Atlas data as the base 

for the models.  Only squares where the reproduction of the species was 

confirmed or probable were used, while squares were the species was not 

present or its presence was possible but not confirmed where not included.   

Suitable habitats for the species (Guyomarc’h et al. 1998;(Guyomarc'h, 2003) in 

the Iberian Peninsula were selected from the CORINE Land Cover 2000 

dataset (Non-irrigated arable land, permanently irrigated arable land, pastures, 

annual crops associated with permanent crops, complex cultivation patterns, 

land principally occupied by agriculture with significant areas of natural 

vegetation, natural grassland, moors and heathland). Thus, this species occurs 

in open breeding habitats with natural herbaceous vegetation or crops, and it is 

not present in other habitats (Guyomarc’h et al. 1998; Guyomarc’h 2003). From 

this dataset, we created a binary map for the presence of suitable breeding 



 

 

habitats for the species (0 coded for the absence of suitable habitats, and 3 for 

the occurrence of suitable habitats). We then intersected the known breeding 

distribution in 10X10 Km grid-squares with the habitat where the species is 

found to obtain a constrained breeding distribution map for the species which is 

likely to represent the real distribution of the species in Iberia (0 = absence, 2 = 

presence), hereafter “real distribution” at 200 m resolution (Fig .1). 

  

Modelling methods  

Climate layers for the Iberian Peninsula were obtained from “Atlas Climático 

Digital de la Península Ibérica” (Ninyerola et al, 2005). This data consist in 

monthly and annual means of temperature and rainfall from 40 years for the 

Iberian Peninsula, and has a resolution of 200 m. To model the species 

distribution we used means of two months for temperature and rainfall. 

Variables were grouped to reduce the number of predictors for an easier 

interpretation of the results. This species depends on dense herbaceous cover 

and cereal crops; we expect an important effect of seasonal climate conditions 

that favors those habitats rather than individual monthly predictors. Annual 

means for temperature and rainfall were also included to collect general 

information of each locality; finally obtaining 14 predictor variables (January-

February, March-April, May-June, July-August, September-October and 

November-December means for temperature and rainfall, and also annual 

means for temperature and rainfall). 

   



 

 

Occurrence data points were randomly sampled within the real distribution area, 

but limited to only one point for each 10x10 breeding squares (N=3630; Fig 1). 

We generated datasets with sample sizes of 5, 10, 25, 50, 75, 100, 250, 500, 

1000, 1500, 2000, 2500, 3000 randomly-selected points within the constrained 

breeding distribution. In order to assess the influence of the selection on the 

development of models, we randomized the process generating 25 different 

replicas for each sample size. We also sampled 10,000 random real absence 

points out from the real distribution area of the species which include areas 

where the species is not present in the Iberian Peninsula. Moreover, 

pseudoabsence background samples (Ferrier et al, 2002) were generated by 

drawing a random sample of 10,000 sites within the Iberian Peninsula without 

any specification. These were intended as a sample of the climatic space for the 

whole region, being possible that a background sample coincided with a 

presence record. This approach allowed us to compare the performance of the 

models using real absences and pseudoabsences.  

 

Models were run using MaxEnt, a maximum entropy method for predicting 

species distributions (see Phillips et al, 2006 for further details). This software 

has been broadly used mainly because it is one of the algorithms to model 

species distributions that has been shown to perform well with small sample 

sizes of presence-only data (Elith et al., 2006; Hernandez et al., 2006). A total 

of 650 distribution models were run, 325 using absences and 325 using 

pseudoabsences as background data. We used the ‘‘logistic output format’’ that 



 

 

gives an estimate probability of presence (Phillips and Dudik, 2008), and 

resulting models were projected to obtain presence probability maps.  

 

Evaluating model performance 

Models were evaluated comparing them with the habitat constrained real 

distribution of the species. To quantify omission and commission errors, models 

were reclassified from continuous probabilities to binary maps of presence (re-

classified as 1) and absence (re-classified as 0) using sensitivity-specificity sum 

maximization (Liu et al, 2005). Each binary map was added to the real 

distribution map, which was previously classified with value 2 for presence and 

value 0 for absence. Thus, we obtained one map for each model, with a range 

of pixels from 0 to 3. This resulting map was added to the map with the suitable 

habitat for the species which was previously reclassified with value 3 for 

suitable habitat and value 0 for non suitable habitat. It allowed us to quantify 

commission errors within the suitable habitat. For each model we finally 

obtained a subsequent map which had pixel values from 0 to 6 (0=nothing, 

1=commission error, 2=’value not possible’, 3= only suitable habitat, 

4=commission within suitable habitat, 5= omission, 6= overlap with the real 

distribution).  

Moreover, models were also evaluated using two of the most common indexes 

in niche modelling evaluation. One of the indexes most broadly used to estimate 

the accuracy of the distribution models is the area under the receiving operation 

characteristic (ROC) curve, known as AUC (Fielding and Bell, 1997). When 

used to test accuracy of distribution models with presence/absence data, the 



 

 

AUC can vary from 0.5 (for chance performance) to 1 (perfect fit). However, 

when using presence only data the maximum achievable AUC is less than 1 

(Wiley et al, 2003)(Wiley et al, 2003).  According to Phillips et al. 2006, when 

the species distribution of a certain species covers a fraction a of the studied 

area, then the maximum achievable AUC is exactly 1 – a/2. AUC values are 

given by MaxEnt for every model run. AUC was calculated both, using training 

data (which is given by MaxEnt) and using real distribution presences and 

absences data (which was calculated using R version 2.8.1.) 

The other index employed to evaluate model performance was the Kappa’s 

statistic. This index considers false predicted negatives (omission errors), false 

predicted positives (commission errors), correctly predicted positives 

(sensitivity) and correct predicted negatives (specificity) in a confusion matrix. 

The index could be easily calculated using the quantified area of the fractions 

for each category in each model. Kappa’s statistic can range from 0 to 1, and it 

can be classified as poor K < 0.4; good 0.4 < K > 0.75 and excellent when K > 

0.75 ((Landis and Koch, 1977)). 

Finally, we added the final binary presence.absence maps  by sample size 

groups, obtaining a final map for each sample size that ranged from 0 (any 

model predicted the species in a certain cell) to 25 (all models predicted the 

species in a certain cell).  

 

RESULTS  

The real known distribution of the common quail in the Iberian Peninsula 

created from the intersection of atlases data and habitat suitability covers the 



 

 

30.54% of the Iberian Peninsula (Figure 1), while potential suitable habitat 

selected from CORINE land cover represents the 42.49%. 

A total of 635 models were successfully run. Six models with five presence 

points and two models with ten presence points failed when using real 

absences as background data. When using pseudoabsences as background, 

six models with five presence points and one model with ten presence points 

also failed. 

In figure 2, is represented the contribution of each variable to the models. The 

variable that mostly contributed in the models was the cumulated precipitation in 

March and April, both for presence-absence and only presence models. It was 

followed by the mean temperature in January and February, and the mean 

cumulated precipitation in January and February. Moreover, precipitation in 

March and April show an increasing tendency in the times that most contributed 

to the models, as sample size increased.  

In general, models run with absence or pseudoabsences as background did not 

show significant differences between them with regard the spatial error 

committed when comparing with the real distribution of the species. There was 

only a small difference between percentage of omission error surface in the 

Iberian Peninsula when sample size was 1000 (Mann – Witney U test: U=182, 

Z=-2,36, p < 0.05; Figure 3), being a bit broader when using pseudoabsences 

(median ± S.D. = 9.3% ± 1.9 ) than when using absences (median ± S.D. = 

8.1% ± 1.6). 

Both when using absences and pseudoabsences, the predicted area that 

matches with the real distribution increased with sample size but it reached a 



 

 

maximum when the sample size was around 1000 presence points. The area 

omitted by the model (omission error) had and inverse pattern. It decreased 

inversely with sample size until it reached around 1000 presence points, then as 

happened with the well-predicted area, it maintained stable-values. However, 

over-predicted area (commission error) did not decrease with sample size. The 

commission error within suitable habitat followed the same pattern than total 

commission error, but the median did not increase over the 5% of the area of 

the real distribution.  

Median AUC values from training data where not high, ranging between 0.6 and 

0.8, and followed the same pattern when using absences or pseudoabsences, 

having its maximum when sample size reached 100 points (Figure 4). When 

calculating AUC with real presence and absence points, AUC values ranged 

from 0.55 to 0.65 (Fig. 5), reaching the maximum when sample size was 3000 

points. AUC calculated from the real distribution never reached the maximum 

value obtained when using training data with 100 presences. The standard 

deviation of AUC calculated with real presence-absence was reduced when 

comparing with AUC calculated from training data. Finally, Kappa index showed 

very low values (Figure 4) and increased with sample size showing a slightly 

better performance using absences when the minimum sample size was 2000 

points or higher.   

Resultant binary maps from the models were added grouping them by sample 

sizes (Figure 6) showing and important under prediction in Portugal, when using 

sample sizes higher than 250 presence points. This is more evident in southern 

Portugal where the species is broadly present. Mean annual temperature and 



 

 

cumulated precipitation on occurrence localities (n=190) in Portugal showed 

different climatic pattern (with higher precipitation) than the rest of the Iberian 

Peninsula. Also, this climatic area is represented in only the 5% of the total 

sampled points in the Iberian Peninsula.  

This underprediction error was supposed to be due that presence points are not 

equally distributed when sample size exceeds 200 presence points. A total of 

190 presences where detected in Portugal, while the Mediterranean area of the 

Iberian Peninsula gathers most of the presence points. When 200 or more 

presences are selected, those randomly selected presence points accumulate 

mainly in the Mediterranean part of the Iberian Peninsula, which climatic 

characteristics gain weight with sample size, unbalancing the climatic model, 

but adjusting it to the real distribution of the species limited by the habitat. To 

overcome this potential bias in the models, we ran a model using absences and 

presence points equally distributed in the Iberian Peninsula (N= 1992), and 

stratifying them by the different fitoclimatic areas selected from the Worldwide 

Bioclimatic Classification System (Rivas-Martínez, 1987).Therefore, each 

climatic area in the Iberian Peninsula was equally represented. The result is a 

predictive map showing the climatic suitability for the species in the Iberian 

Peninsula (Fig. 7) with AUC value of 0.7. 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

Climate models at large spatial scales are necessary to predict past, current 

and future species distributions. However, there are a series of constraints that 



 

 

can induce to different kind of errors. Some of these constraints include the 

sample size, data quality, the distribution of this data and the knowledge of the 

researcher about the studied species. Moreover, the performance of niche 

models is negatively correlated with the niche width of the species, with more 

generalist species being poorly modelled (Stockwell & Peterson, 2002). 

The common quail is a broadly-distributed species in the Iberian Peninsula 

during the breeding season. Quails can breed in all latitudes in the Peninsula, 

apart from altitudes over 2000 m a.s.l. with alpine climate (Guyomarc’h et al. 

1998). In spite of being a habitat specialist (breeding in open habitats with 

dense herbaceous cover), this kind of habitat can show different characteristics 

in the Iberian Peninsula, with different plant species and varieties depending on 

climatic properties of each agriculture area (Atlas Nacional de España 1991). 

However, the most spread suitable habitat for the species are the dry cereal 

cultures, which represents the 19% of the Peninsula surface and the 41% of the 

suitable habitat for the species (CORINE Land Cover 2000). This kind of culture 

is located mainly in the Mediterranean climatic area in the Peninsula, 

encompassing the central plateau, and southern and eastern Spain (Atlas 

Nacional de España 1991).  

 

Modelling 

Some models with sample sizes of five and ten presence points failed. 

However, others do not. This can be interpreted as a chance result. Depending 

on where presence points fell. In some cases, due to the heterogeneity of the 



 

 

species climatic requirements, it was not possible for MaxEnt to build a model 

as data is too random.  

At a first sight, could seem surprising not to find differences between presence-

absence models and presence-only models, as presence-absence models 

should be more accurate (Brotons et al., 2004). The reason of this similarity is 

that the absences were generated out from the real distribution of the species, 

and this distribution is limited by habitat suitability. Models were run only with 

climate data, therefore not finding significant differences in using absences or 

pseudoabsences as background, suggests that probably during the breeding 

season the species can live in almost all climate areas in the Peninsula, and its 

distribution is completely dependent on habitat suitability. In that case, there are 

no differences in using absences or pseudoabsences, because there are not 

climatic absences (except alpine regions) for this species in the Iberian 

Peninsula. 

 

Model evaluation 

Commission errors detected comparing model predictions with the real 

distributions of the species are, actually, relative errors. On one hand, they are 

showing that is risky to generate predictions based only in climate factors when 

the species is habitat specialist. In our case for example, commission errors 

represent around the 50% of the real distribution, and increasing sample size 

does not reduce the median error but the standard deviation.  However, as 

mentioned before, no real absences were used in the models and according to 



 

 

Zaniewski et al, 2002, when using only presence data commission errors can 

be considered potential distribution areas. 

Although the model had a considerable over prediction error, it was reduced 

when corrected by habitat, and it would probably fit better the real distribution if 

habitat variables in the model would have been included. Nevertheless, 

omission errors must be considered as real errors in the model, as they do not 

have habitat limitation when comparing with the real distribution.  

This high difference when comparing generated distribution models with the real 

distribution, with important errors, are logically translated to a very low kappa 

index values. As kappa is the result of a direct comparison between models and 

the real distribution. 

As we expected from a generalist species AUC values were low. Surprisingly, 

the highest AUC calculated from training data was reached when sampling 

sizes were 100, and therefore, they should be considered the best models 

according to this index. In contrast, AUC obtained from real distribution show a 

different pattern when increasing the sample size. Comparing with the real 

distribution, models with 100 presence points show lower commission error, 

higher omission error and lower overlap with the real distribution, apparently 

showing a more conservative distribution model. This coincides with the sample 

size that has most homogeneous variable contribution. When sample size is 

100 presence points, variables are probably average weighted and climatic 

characteristics of the species are better represented. However, when increasing 

sample size over 250 presence points, distribution models seem to be biased.  

This bias in the model when increasing sample size can be explained analyzing 



 

 

the distribution of presences and Iberian Peninsula climates.  The central area 

of the peninsula, mainly the huge cereal crop extensions of the northern and 

southern Iberian plateau and the Ebro valley, have a Mediterranean continental 

climate, while the east of Iberia has a strict Mediterranean climate. 

Mediterranean climate is characterized by dry winters and summers, and 

moderate rain in spring and autumn. The density and cover of herbaceous 

crops are dependent of previous precipitation, but also temperatures in winter 

and early spring, and therefore, these factors are very important for the 

presence of the species habitat. Hence, the importance of these variables will 

increase as much presence points appear in these areas. On the other hand, 

Portugal has oceanic climate, with softer temperatures and more precipitation, 

and therefore, limiting factors for the presence of suitable habitat could change, 

or agriculture practices change to other kind of crops non suitable for the 

species due to human interests. However, it does not imply that the climate is 

not suitable for the species, and therefore model is limited and influenced by 

habitat distribution committing an important underprediction error in Portugal 

when increasing the sample size over 250 presence points. It is due that the 

maximum number of present points in Portugal is 190 while the Mediterranean 

area  show thousands of occurrences, then climate heterogeneity is not 

weighted when increasing sample size.  

Thus, an increase in sample size represents an improvement of the accuracy of 

the model to the current distribution of the species until certain limits. AUC 

values obtained from the real distribution, the kappa index, and direct 

comparisons of quail distribution models results with real distribution, are 



 

 

indexes that give a measure of how models fit to the current distribution. 

However, training AUC gives an index that weight up when predictor variables 

are better represented. Probably in that case, using only 100 occurrences is the 

optimal sample size, when the model is closer to interpret the species climatic 

requirements, but not the current distribution. The current distribution is shaped 

also by other factors than climate, related with agricultural history, human 

needs, economy, etc.  

 

Implications for predicting the distribution of a generalist species 

When modeling the distribution of a generalist species, a bigger sample size is 

not necessary correlated with a better model. There is an optimal sample size 

which models perform better, giving a more adequate weighting and 

interpretation of the predictor variables. Moreover, we must pay special 

attention when using presence-absence data when modelling using climate 

variables only, due that other predictors than climate can shape the distribution 

of the absence data. 

Previous knowledge about the biology and the requirements of the study 

species is crucial for optimal modelling. The omission of some predictor 

variables can induce to generate important errors, and even more relevant 

when trying to predict past or future distributions in a changing world where 

human activities (i.e. agriculture) have direct implications over species 

distributions. 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 

 

Figure 1. Real distribution (in grey) of the common quail in the Iberian 

Peninsula, created from the recent atlas from Portugal and Spain, and CORINE 

land cover 2000. Random presence points (N=3639) are shown. 

 

Figure 2. Contribution of the four most important variables to the model with 

regard sample size. Mean precipitation April-March (solid black line), mean 

temperature January-February (black dots line), mean precipitation January-

February (cut black line), mean temperature November-December (cut black 

line with dots).  

 

Figure 3. Comparison of the overlap of the area predicted by the models and 

the errors committed, with the area of the real distribution of the species.  

 

Figure 4. AUC and Kappa values obtained from training data with regard to 

sample size. 

 

Figure 5. AUC values obtained from real distribution with regard to sample size. 

 

Figure 6. Sum of presence binary maps predicted by the models for each 

sample size. 

 

Figure 7. Optimal climatic map for the presence of common quail in the Iberian 
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